
Grade: 10

Module  3   
Lesson  3b

    
Vocabulary. Transport  



Learning objectives(s) 

10.3.7 - use appropriate subject-specific 
vocabulary and syntax  to talk about a  range of 
general and  curricular topics;
10.4.8.- use familiar and some unfamiliar paper 
and digital reference resources to check 
meaning and extend understanding



Warm-up

1.How do you imagine virtual transportation?
2.Is it possible after some years? 
3.How will it work?

Go through the link and watch a video and say 
your opinions about the video. 
https://youtu.be/6tvfqiD57Zw



 Task1. Try to guess which means of transport  in this  statements.

-It has got   tyres, handlebars  and brakes!?
-It has got a mirror, wheels and a windscreen1!?
-It has got carriage and engine and stopped in platform!?

Choose the odd word out. Describe one of the means of transport.  
You can use the words below. 

1. Bike/motorbike/scooter:  tyre- handlebars- brakes- mast
2. Bus/coach:  mirror – wheel- windscreen- nose
3. Car/taxi:  boot- bonnet- bell- aerial
4. Lorry:  window- headings- exhaust  pipe- saddle
5. Plane:  lisence plate- wing- cockpit- cabin
6. Ship/ferry:  harbour- cabin- deck- pedal
7. Train:  platform- carriage- engine- steering wheel
8. Tram:  rear light- rails- dashboard- anchor



Answer key:
1.  It’s a bike.
2. It’s a  bus.
3. It’s a  train.

Answer key:
1. mast
2.nose 
3.bell 
4.saddle 
5.licence 
6.pedal 
7. steering wheel 
8. anchor



Task2. On which of the means of transport can you hear  these announcements?
Complete the announcements ?  Use:  baggage , port, deck, belongings, stop, 
passengers,  rail, seatbelt, crew, compartments, flight, carriage. 

A. Ladies and gentlemen, welcome on board 1)……… BT331 from 
London to Paris. Before we take off, we ask that you fasten your 
2)……….  and secure your 3)………. in the overhead  4)……… .

B. This is the 7:30 5)……. Service from Cardiff to Oxford.  Please 
take care of your 6)…….. throughout the journey. There is 
restaurant in the front 7)…….. which will open shortly. Next 
8)………. is Newport.

C. Good afternoon, 9)……. . We are now approaching Piraeus 
10)…….. . Those with vehicles should go below 11)………. and 
await instructions from  the 12)……… . Thank you for travelling 
with us. 

 



Answer Key

Answer Key
A .plane
В .train
C. ferry



Task3. Which of the means of transport do you:  usually, often, 
sometimes, never  use?  Make up sentences. 



Homework:

Writing!
- Write four   predictions  about virtual reality transportation.  

Reflection: 
What are the new words you’ve learned from this lesson?
Where can you use this topic in your real life? 

I think you are ready to answer for these questions. 
Thank you for your attention. 

Goodbye!


